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Performance and coated products to  
optimize the shooter’s experience.



Steps in WMD’s  
Innovations:

NiB-X®  
BCG Kits

NiB-X® coated Glocks

Drop-in NiB-X®  
.22 Conversion Kit

Coated AR Parts

The BeastTM NiB-X® AR-15

The Ultimate ChassisTM

W ith this 2015 catalog, we’re  

excited to celebrate the  

beginning of our fifth year 

of operation. Our vision back in 2011 

was to bring the best high-technology 

surface treatments to the firearms sector 

and enhance the shooters’ experience. 

Our success is measured by the growth  

and recognition of NiB-X® as the premier 

firearms coating available today. 

Professional shooters, manufacturers, and 

everyday hunters and shooters everywhere 

are enjoying the benefits that our  

technologies provide.  

In response to your requests, we are 

pleased to be expanding our product lines 

with more parts, assemblies, calibers, 

and platforms. You’ll also be seeing some 

other new technologies emerge from our 

lab in 2015. We are incorporating Billet 

uppers and lowers into our entire Beast and 

Chassis lines; we are offering fully coated 

upper assemblies; and we are introducing 

a .308 chassis & platform, a suite of 1911 

platforms, and a marine shotgun in 2015—

all of which serve to showcase our arsenal of  

coating technologies.

Happy shooting…and stay in touch 

through our website, Facebook, Twitter 

and Instagram accounts. We love hearing 

from customers and receiving pictures of  

your builds! 

Wynn Atterbury
President, WMD Guns

A note froM WMD’s PresiDent



We’ve taken the 1911
and gone one step better.

WMD Guns has given the classic 1911 something it’s never had 
before: full coverage with our proprietary NiB-X nickel boron coating 
process. That means this 1911 upgrade is permanently protected from 
corrosion, pitting, scuffs and holster wear. NiB-X also gives this .45 a 
remarkable “just-lubed” feel that you have to experience to believe.

It’s hard to improve a classic…but pick up our new 11.1 and you’ll 
agree: it’s the most modern 1911 yet.

For security on both land & sea, WMD Guns offers the Sea Beast nautical 
shotgun. Capable of delivering a broadside of a half-dozen rounds of 3-inch 
12 gauge magnums the Sea Beast  is also shielded from moisture & salt 
spray by full coating through WMD’s exclusive NiB-X nickel boron process.  
It just might be the most valuable deckhand your boat could have.

Sea BeastTM

Available in five distinctive styles;  
call us for complete ordering information!

On the horizon, NEW platforms for 2015

RuLE ThE WAvES.RuLE ThE WAvES.RuLE ThE WAvES.

TM



Flat Dark Earth
Ceramic Topcoat

NiB-X® Coated
Internally & Externally

Also available in:

Black Ceramic
Topcoat

ferociously 

TOUGH 
InS IDE AnD OuT

P R E C I S I O n  F E A T u R E S  I n C L u D E :

NiB-X coated receivers (U&L)

NiB-X coated BCG and fire  
control group

16” match-grade barrel with 
1:7 twist, Nitromet Bore, and 
NiB-X coated exterior for 
durability and heat dissipation

Free-float rail system with 
adjustable optic-ready  
picatinny rails

Compensator reduces muzzle 
climb and recoil by 40%

NiB-X coated gas block &  
Nitromet gas tube

NiB-X coated charging handle

Triangular, 5-position  
ergonomic buttstock 

Comes with two 30-rd mags 
(one NiB-X coated, one 
polymer) and a tactical  
rifle bag

The

TM

wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



Available in:
5.56

.300 AAC Blackout
.458 SOCOM

.204
6.5
6.8

From the moment you 
remove your Beast from 
its tactical bag, you’ll 
experience an AR unlike 
any other on the market. 

Our proprietary NiB-X® 

nickel boron coating 
process gives the Beast 
a distinctive matte sheen 
with a finish that’s 40% 
harder than chrome—
and incredibly resistant to 
moisture, corrosion, and 
wear. The surfaces simply 
wipe clean.

You’ll feel an action that’s 

incomparably smooth, 
utterly reliable, and as 
close to self-cleaning as 
you can get. Internally, our 
NiB-X coating reduces 
friction and virtually 
eliminates feeding 
problems associated 
with buildup of lubricant, 
fouling, and residue.

With a long-life Nitromet™ 
bore, the Beast delivers 
MOA accuracy…plus the 
confidence of knowing 
you’re ready  for extreme 
performance in any 
environment.

The BeastTM from WMD Guns®

Practically unstoppable. 
wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



WMD has taken an innovative step 
in our mission to make sure you have 
the exact gun you want. We now 
provide you with the renowned Beast 
AR-platform rifle in a ready-to-finish  
chassis form. 

Get the same precision, performance 
coated components featured in WMD’s 
Beast rifles (upper & lower receivers, 

BCG, fire control group, barrel & gas 
tube, charging handle), then finish it 
out with your own furniture, sights,  
and accessories. 

The result is an affordable, a one-of-a-
kind rifle that’s exactly the way you want 
it…and adaptable to new technologies 
as they emerge.

T h E  u L T I MA T E  C h A S S I S TM

wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



T h E  u L T I MA T E  C h A S S I S TM

Available in your choice of three finishes: NiB-X; or NiB-X with either black or flat dark 
earth topcoating. Basic chamberings are 5.56/.223, .204, 6.5, 6.8, .300 AAC Blackout, 
or .458 SOCOM; call to discuss other caliber options.

niB-X finish. Available in 5.56/.223, .204, 6.5, 6.8,  
.300 AAC Blackout, or .458 soCoM

AR-15 ChAssis NIBXAR15CH

niB-X with black ceramic topcoat. Available in 5.56/.223, .204, 6.5, 6.8,  
.300 AAC Blackout, or .458 soCoM

AR-15 ChAssis, BlACk NIBXAR15CHBLK

niB-X with flat dark earth ceramic topcoat. Available in 5.56/.223, .204, 6.5, 6.8,  
.300 AAC Blackout, or .458 soCoM

AR-18 ChAssis, FDE NIBXAR15CHFDE

ComiNg iN 2015:

iN .308
ThE Big BEAsT
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u P P E R  A S S EMB L I E S

WMD’s complete upper assembly features an NiB-X Billet or forged receiver, BCG, 
Charging handle, handguard, barrel (with Nitromet bore) in your choice of 1:7 or 1:8 twist
and compensator. Mid or carbine length gas systems with Nitromet gas tube and low 
profile NiB-X gas block (15”/12”/10”).

Available in three lengths 15”/12”/10”.

An essential component for any AR upgrade or buildout. 

Call to discuss special orders!
Picatinny Rails priced separately.

roUnD HeX KeY

Available handguard Configurations:

Available handguard and/or Rail Colors:

niB-X BlACK otHer/CUstoMfDe
wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



Only WMD’s BCG is engineered 
specifically for our proprietary NiB-X 
nickel boron coating. This produces an 
industry-leading BCG that resists fouling, 
needs practically no lubrication, and can 
be cleaned with the quick wipe of a cloth.

Unfortunately, some shooters are 
discovering that not all nickel boron is 
created equal when they purchase knock-
offs that fail to perform to WMD standards.

WMD’s BCG stands apart from all others 
in the marketplace. You can see the 
quality in the polished, presentation-
grade sheen of our BCG. You can feel it 
in the permanently lubricious surfaces. 
And you can experience it as you fire 
thousands of rounds between cleaning 
without malfunctions.

Visit the WMD website to learn more about 
our unique NiB-X coating—and how to 
guard against fraudulent imitators. 

This is the BCG  
that others are imitating.

B O L T  C A R R I E R  G R O u P S

The Little BeastTM  

.22 Conversion Kit: 
Save money with every shot.

This drop-in kit allows you to convert 
your 5.56 AR to fire less-expensive .22LR 
cartridges in just seconds. No gunsmithing 
required: just swap out your bolt carrier 
group with our converter, load up the  
magazine, and you’re ready to go. When 
you’re finished, it’s just as easy to convert 
your rifle back to 5.56!

All the key components of this converter 
are permanently protected by our 
exclusive NiB-X nickel boron coating, 
which is harder than chrome, highly 
corrosion resistant, and rejects grime & 
powder residue. 

This kit will quickly pay for itself in  
ammo savings!

full Auto BCG Polished - M4, M16, or Ar-15
NIBXBCG-0001/0002 (W/HAMMER)

semi Auto BCG Polished - Ar-15
NIBXBCG-0003/0004 (W/HAMMER)

full Auto BCG Matte - M4, M16, or Ar-15
NIBXBCG-0005/0006 (W/HAMMER)

full Auto BCG w/ Color topcoat - M4, M16, or Ar-15
NIBXBCG-0005C

.308 BCG Polished - .308
NIBXBCG308

Ar-15 .22lr Conversion Kit w/Adapter - 10 round 
NIBX22LRC10RD

Ar-15 .22lr Conversion Kit w/Adapter - 25 round 
NIBX22LRC25RD

wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



Most of these parts are coated with our 
proprietary NiB-X nickel boron coating 
process (indicated by the NIBX prefix in the 
individual part numbers). WMD’s exclusive 
NiB-X nickel boron coating helps any part 
resist friction, wear, and fouling. What’s more, 

the incredibly lubricious surface of WMD’s 
coated parts means that they can function 
smoothly without frequent oiling. All our 
components are made in the USA to OEM-
grade tolerances. Here’s a just a sampling of 
our AR-15 parts (.308 parts also available):

upgrade your AR with many of the same top-quality,  
American-made parts we use in our line of Beast rifles. 

M I S C E L L A n E O u S  P A R T S

5.56 Bolt Assembly
NIBXBA

Barrel extension 5.56
NIBXBE

Bolt Carrier Assembly,  
full Auto  M4/M16
NIBXBCFA

Bolt Carrier Assembly,  
semi Auto  Ar-15
NIBXBCSA

Buffer tube
NIBXBT

Cam Pin
NIBXCP

niB-X Charging Handle
NIBXCH

Black topcoat
NIBXCHB

fDe topcoat
NIBXCHFDE

oD Green topcoat
NIBXCHODG

Disconnect
NIBXD

ejection Port Cover
NIBXEPC

firing Pin
NIBXFP

forward Assist
NIBXFA

Gas Block, low Profile   
.750” Diameter
NIBXGB

Gas Key
NIBXGK

Hammer, semi Auto
NIBXHSA

Hammer, full Auto
NIBXHFA

Magazine 30 rd Ar-15
NIBXM30RD

3.35” niB-X or fDe topcoat rail
NIBXPR3.35
NIBXPR3.35FDE

12” niB-X or fDe topcoat rail
NIBXPR12
NIBXPR12FDE

stripped Upper, forged
NIBXUF

stripped Upper, forged 
with Black topcoat
NIBXUFB

stripped Upper, forged 
with fDe topcoat
NIBXUFFDE

stripped Upper, forged 
with oD Green topcoat
NIBXUFODG

trigger
NIBXT

nitromet Pistol Gas tube
NMGTPL

nitromet Carbine Gas tube
NMGTC

nitromet Mid length Gas tube
NMGTML

nitromet rifle length Gas tube
NMGTR

lower Parts Kit
NIBXLPK

B A R R E L S
All WMD barrels start with match-grade 
blanks. The bores are all processed with our 
proprietary Nitromet to harden the bore and 
maintain barrel accuracy 30% longer than 
chrome. Barrels are finished in your choice 
of Nitromet (QPQ black) or NiB-X for added 
durability and heat dissipation.

Select the length to match your favorite rifle, 
the profile, gas system, and twist…and look 
forward to many thousands of rounds of 
extraordinary performance.

A perfect complement to your WMD BCG, 
all these barrels include NiB-X-coated barrel 
extensions to ensure smooth locking and 
unlocking with the bolt.

BARREL OPTIONS
• Caliber: 5.56, 300 Blackout, 6.5, 6.8, .308, 7.62x39

• Length: 10.5”, 14.5”, 16”, 18”

• Profile: M4, Gov’t/SOCOM

• Gas System: Pistol, Carbine, Mid, Rifle

• Finish: Nitromet Black, NiB-X

•Twist Rate: 1:7, 1:8

(Please note that some parts may best be 
installed by a qualified gunsmith.)

wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



World-class shooters recognize the competitive edge provided by WMD 

performance coatings. In situations where flawless functioning is crucial, 

these pros rely on guns coated by WMD. You can, too.

Visit our web site to meet more shooters who’ve gotten the 
advantage of WMD coatings on their guns—WMDguns.com

Champion Manufacturers Also Rely on WMD!
If you’re a manufacturer, WMD 

is ready to be your full-service 

resource for surface-finishing 

engineering and production. 

At WMD Guns, we combine our 

arsenal of coating technologies 

with a systems approach to 

materials, performance, and 

quality. Call us to learn how 

our comprehensive firearms 

coating services can impact 

the development, production, 

and marketing of your guns.

Expert collaboration with OEMs on both conventional and proprietary coatings  

(NiB-X/Nickel Boron, Nitromet/Nitrocarborizing, Nickel Teflon, decorative ceramics, etc.)

wmdguns.com   |   (772) 324-9915



WMD Guns LLC

3070 SE Dominica Terrace

Stuart, FL 34997-5717

wmdguns.com
sales@wmdguns.com
(772) 324-9915

A word of caution as the industry 
recognizes and pursues the value of nickel 
boron on firearms: not all nickel Borons 
are the same, and not all applicators are 
competent. our niB-X is a proprietary, 
non-lead-based coating that is expertly 
applied by a nADCAP- accredited facility 
and certified to AMs 2433B. We’ve seen 
a number of issues from customers who 
used substandard plating applicators and 
ended up with either a nickel Boron that 
chipped or flaked, or a coating that was 
not even nickel Boron! 

As more and more imitators  
crop up, stick with the standard: 

 niB-X® from WMD Guns.

BEWARE OF

DEMAND
IMITATIONS
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